Welcome to
New York City
2013... and 15
years of the
Red Bull
Music Academy

RBMA 2013 takes place in New York City, one of
the most iconic cities on the planet. NYC has been
immortalised in the pantheon of music, incubating
genres like hip hop, disco, house, bop, no-wave, and
post-punk among others. NYC is inspiration central;
a place where people from all nations collide, bringing music, culture, and attitude with them.

Red Bull Music Academy was founded in 1998,
touching down in a different city each year –
though it’s been nearly two years since the Academy last set up a temporary base in Madrid. Over
two fortnight-long ‘Terms’, some of the world’s finest purveyors of rhythm and sound gather inside
the Academy’s walls.
Two groups of applicants – singers, producers, multi-instrumentalists, sound artists, label owners, and
more – are selected, themselves representing a diverse range of music styles and methodologies. By
day, they attend lectures by musical pioneers, and
work on their own tunes in custom-built studios. By
night, they have the chance to perform in some of
the host city’s finest clubs and concert halls.

Flying in from 35 countries and six continents, 62
participants will attend RBMA in New York City
from April 28 to May 31, 2013. Melbourne producers Kloke and Julien Love are the lucky golden
ticket holders from Australia.
It’s been 15 years since the inaugural Red Bull Music Academy was held in Berlin, and to mark this
milestone, 2013 will see a big roll-out of events,
club nights, info sessions, and Red Bull ‘Special Editions’ across Australia under the RBMA banner.
In these pages, you’ll learn more of what RBMA
is about, meet Australia’s soon-to-be participants,
catch up with some of our past ones, and get the
first hints of what’s to come in 2013.
Expect diversity, forward-thinking musicians, and
that little sprinkle of musical magic that only RBMA
can deliver…
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By Kris Swales

What
happens
at the Red
Bull Music
Academy?

Australia’s Madrid 2011 participant, Phoebe Kiddo, perhaps summed RBMA up best when she described it as “a school camp for gifted mutants”. It’s
cooler than any school camp you’ve ever been to
though – it’s a musical history lesson, production
and songwriting crash course, and fortnight-long
music festival all rolled into one.
For each two week term, 30 or so participants from
around the world are brought together with musical creation as their only daily requirement – food,
shelter, and all other necessities are provided for.
Each day begins with the participants being transferred from their accommodation to the RBMA
space. In the case of Madrid, the locale was a disused abattoir not far from the city centre, part of the
Matadero complex that was nearing the completion
of its transformation into a community arts space.
Breakfast is served, then the participants move to
the lecture room (which, again, is cooler than any
lecture room you’ve ever sat in) for their first lesson of the day. The lecturer might be Erykah Badu
or John Talabot, or more obscure names like sound
artist Francisco Lopez or Ghanaian hip hop pioneer
Gyedu-Blay Ambolley. They and their lecture host
(such as Benji B or Torsten Schmidt) may chat for
their allotted two hours, or – as in the case of superproducers Nile Rodgers and Trevor Horn – barely
scrape the surface of their brilliant careers over the
space of four hours. In any case, the format is set
up for them to do the best interview of their lives.
Then comes lunch, then perhaps another lecture,
and then the participants get down to the real business – studio time. Nine mini studio jam spaces
are at their disposal, plus a storage room of music equipment that would make any self-respect-

ing gear nerd start to tear up. Add to that a fully
functioning recording studio with grand piano, and
studio assistants like Dorian Concept (himself an
RBMA graduate) and Marco Passorani, and the right
ingredients for beautiful music creation are there.
IF you’re lucky, the likes of Bootsy Collins may even
join the collaborative process… or you can just sit
with your laptop and your headphones and get lost
in your own vibe.
While all of this is happening, around them the
RBMA team works around the clock. Red Bull Music Academy Radio records sets and interviews
for later broadcast; lecture footage is cut, edited,
and uploaded almost instantly; bloggers report on
each day’s activity; media outlets, both on-site and
around the world, are supplied with everything
they need upon request.
By night, the participants get to perform – sometimes alongside their high profile lecturers at the
host city’s theatres and club spaces, sometimes in
the less conventional surrounds of a small room
overlooking a shopping centre food court. They can
then party the night away, head back to the RBMA
space to continue making music, or head home for
whatever sleep they can fit in before they have to
do it all again.
This process repeats for 14 days. Sleep becomes
an optional extra of life. And if the participants
ever discover the bathroom facilities on site,
there’s a good chance they won’t see their hotel
room again until it’s time to pack up and return to
the real world…
Kris Swales attended Red Bull Music Academy as a
journalist in Madrid 2011.
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Red Bull Music Academy
2013 – Australian
Participants
ANDY DONNELLY
aka KLOKE
From:
Age:
Music Style:
Skills:
Labels:
Webpage:

Melbourne
35
Experimental, Electronic, House
Production, Multi-instrumentalist
Granholme, Entrada
soundcloud.com/klokeuk

We all know what Robert Frost said about roads
less travelled. Hard to say what the poet would
make of the bleep-techno-meets-broken-house
that Kloke makes, but we do know what people
like Dutch heavyweight DJ, Martyn, have made of
it when he included it in his DJ sets – Mr Scruff and
Skream are also fans.

Like Martyn, Kloke grew up on drum & bass, became disenchanted after a bit and grew to make
whatever we’re calling this UK bass/techno hybrid
thing this week. That it’s so moving may be down
to all the funk and soul 45s in his music collection,
but we wouldn’t want to speculate. Frost probably
said something about that too.

“I’ve a vague understanding
of what takes place at RBMA
from talking to previous
participants, but I’m looking
forward to just going in fresh
& seeing what happens. I’m
also looking forward to some
serious record shopping.”
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JULIEN LOVE

“ In New York I’ll spend most of my time
hanging with friends, looking for second
hand records shrouded in asbestos and being
hungover in general. Speaking of hangovers,
I heard there’s a Chaozhou restaurant
in Downtown Flushing that serves ‘Frog
Porridge’ which supposedly cures them.”

City:
Age:
Occupation:
Music Styles:
Skills:
Links:

Melbourne
30
DJ\Graphic Designer\Media
Boogie\Soul\House \Funk\Disco
DJ\Producer
youtube.com/julienlove

Born in apartheid South Africa and raised in Brisbane, Australia, Julien Love has risen to prominence
as a DJ and producer over the past 15 years. Julien’s
mix of visual art and music began with his interest in
the ‘Demoscene’ in the mid 1990’s which lead him to
sampling records and writing .MOD files using 8-bit
tracker software. The rest of his make-up is a result of
too many late night kebabs, a passion for synthesisers, insomnia and a relentless addiction to B-Movies.

Having relocated to Melbourne from Brisbane,
Julien was inducted by the ‘The Late Show’ crew
from Melbourne’s infamous ‘Revolver’. He’s currently working on an EP for local Melbourne record
label M-Division, among other projects for record
labels in the USA & Europe. Over the years Julien
has supported acts, such as, Andrew Weatherall,
Soul ii Soul, Amp Fiddler, Keb Darge, Chikashi Nishiwaki, DJ Rahaan, Roy Davis Jnr, Metro Area & more.
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This year’s edition of RBMA sees 62 lucky participants fly into New
York City from 35 countries. These are some names you’ll be hearing
a lot more from over the coming 12 months, and well beyond.

Red Bull
Music
Academy
2013 – New
York City
Participants

Papercutz (Porto, Portugal)
Ale Hop (Lima, Peru)
Ada Kaleh (Bucharest, Romania)
Alitrec (London, UK)
André Laos (Gothenburg, Sweden)
Annalove (Austin, USA)
Astroboyz (Barcelona, Spain)
August Rosenbaum (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Benjamin Damage (Wales, UK)
Cabaal (Ottawa, Canada)
Carrot Green (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)
Crazy Bitch in a Cave (Vienna, Austria)
De La Montagne (Lyon, France)
Dirg Gerner (London, UK)
Distal (Atlanta, USA)
DJ Slow (of Pelican Fly) (Brussels, Belgium)
Emufucka (Tokyo, Japan)
En2ak (Wroclaw, Poland)
Evian Christ (Merseyside, UK)
grassmass (São Paulo, Brazil)
Harald Björk (Stockholm, Sweden)
Hiram Martinez (Zapopan, Mexico)
Jameszoo (Den Bosch, Netherlands)
Jimi Nxir (Dallas, USA)
Jolly Mare (Novoli, Italy)
Julian Cubillos (Torrance, USA)
Julien Love (Melbourne, Australia)
Kaan Düzarat (Istanbul, Turkey)
Kid Smpl (Seattle, USA)
Kloke (Melbourne, Australia)
Knox (Boston, USA)

Koreless (Glasgow, UK)
Kraftmatiks (Lagos, Nigeria)
Krampfhaft (Utrecht, Netherlands)
Lavina Yelb (Santiago, Chile)
Leo Aldrey (Barcelona, Spain)
Louis Baker (Wellington, New Zealand)
Love Cult (Petrzadosk, Russia)
Melmann (Buenos Aires, Argentina)
Mr. Selfish (Salerno, Italy)
Mungo Park (Paris, France)
Objekt (Berlin, Germany)
Octo Octa (Brooklyn, USA)
Orquesta (Bray, Ireland)
Pick a Piper (Toronto, Canada)
Pleasure Cruiser (Tokyo, Japan)
Quiet Dust (Dublin, Ireland)
Rafik (Düsseldorf, Germany)
Rudi Zygadlo (London, UK)
Sereten (Istanbul, Turkey)
Shadowbox (New York City, USA)
Simonne Jones (Berlin, Germany)
Sinjin Hawke (Barcelona, Spain)
Smax (Karachi, Pakistan)
Somepoe (Oulu, Finland)
Squalloscope (Vienna, Austria)
Suzanne Kraft (Venice, USA)
T.Williams (London, UK)
The Peronists (Tucuman, Argentina)
Throwing Snow (London, UK)
Trancemicsoul (Pretoria, South Africa)
Yodashe (London, UK)
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Red Bull Music
Academy Alumni:
Phoebe Kiddo
As Australia’s 2013 participants
start to dream of New York City
in May, Berlin-based Madrid 2011
participant Phoebe Kiddo recalls
her RBMA experience and what it’s
meant for her career.
Skills?
Producer, Live Act.
Hometown?
Melbourne, Australia.
Which session of RBMA did you attend?
Madrid, 2011.
What expectations did you have before participating
in the Academy and how did that compare to the reality of actually participating?
I try to approach life full of hope but with no expectations. I was able to sneak into some of the
lectures at RBMA when it was held in Melbourne
back in 2006. I was very inspired by the creative climate of the place, all the studios, people

collaborating and so on, the experience gave me
a somewhat informed view of the environment I
would be contributing to. Despite that, the experience was far richer than I could have imagined.
Is there a particular moment or event that stands out
for you from your RBMA experience, and why?
Tony Visconti walking into my studio was a pretty wow moment, Benni Blanco introduced him,
“Phoebe this is Tony... Visconti.” He was very
charming and I was dying to tweet one of my lecturers from university about it as I knew he would
appreciate that. Bootsy Collins told ChaCha and I
that our music made him want to take LSD again, a
compliment indeed – he was however interpreting
our recording session to say so! I really loved the
lectures and still reflect on the wisdom and tall tales
that were imparted upon us. By far the most beneficial aspect for me was the friendships and collaborations that grew out of our two weeks together.
Which fellow participants stood out to you as obviously destined for bigger things, and have they
actually taken the next step in terms of their profile since then?
It became obvious fairly quickly that the participants that work in popular forms of music such as
house, bass music, techno and pop would benefit a
great deal in the short term from RBMA and have
the opportunity to leverage the exposure to lift
their profiles.
In my opinion the artists that are pushing boundaries and working in more esoteric and experimental formats are equally destined for ‘bigger things’
and probably have more longevity in their current
practices, they’ll just take longer to reach that level of profile as the immediate marketing potential

is perhaps not as attractive to wider audiences.
I believe 100 percent in every participant that I
had the pleasure of encountering at RBMA and
know that everyone is working tirelessly to create
meaningful work.
What influence did attending the Academy
have on your musical endeavours since?
The most deep element of the experience has been
the lingering relationships with participants and
crew. We have a global network of like-minded cats
and do our best to connect anywhere in the world
we are. We’ve developed lasting friendships that
support and inspire our respective praxis. I have
spent time with many of the participants around
the world, right now Biblo, Doc Daneeka, Claude
Speed, Jools Hunter (UMA), Sarah Sayeed and I are
all here in Berlin – we hang loads and have had
visits from many of the other RBMA gang. These
guys are some of my best friends in the world. I am
ever grateful for the connections formed.
What projects do you currently have on the boil?
Developing didactic audiovisual vernaculars and
related recordings, collaborating with Marija Bozinovska Jones on research based audiovisual live
performance strategies, developing an installation
practice, curating new media programs for Somplace project space in Berlin, lots of funding/residency proposals, and working toward releasing
some of the music that I’ve created over the last
couple of years.
Check out Phoebe Kiddo’s recent musical creations
@ soundcloud.com/phoebekiddo, and follow her
overseas adventures @ twitter.com/phoebekiddo.
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RBMA
Melbourne,
2006 – the
greatest
Academy of
them all?

LA’s Steven Ellison, aka Flying Lotus, arrived in Melbourne with his 1983 LP on Plug Research under
his arm, and a career as a critical darling signed to
Warp Records just around the corner. Other participants whose names are recognised by music fans
from the underground to the mainstream include
Aloe Blacc, Andreya Triana, Compuphonic, Daniel
Brandt (Brandt Brauer Frick), Nina Kraviz, and Oddisee, while Australia was represented by Sydney’s
Simon Hindle, Melbourne’s Benjamin Scantlebury,
Adelaide’s Joseph Jones, and Perth’s Ryan Grieve.

Of all of the
Academies to take
place worldwide
over the past 15
years, the Melbourne
2006 edition
produced arguably
the most high profile
alumni.

The participants and team members (including
Steve Spacek, Marco Passarani, Mark Pritchard
and Zinc) were housed in the old Australian Knitting Mills building just east of the city centre. For
one month, it was transformed into an RBMA space
with lecture room, nine studios, art exhibitions,
and a roof top common area boasting a lawn bowls
green with views across to the city skyline.
Nightly gigs hit legendary venues like The Espy
and Revolver, while by day the participants were
regaled with lectures from the likes of Peter Hook,
Derrick May, Paul Kelly, Skream, and Cut Chemist.
While in Melbourne, the latter said that hearing
what the next generation are doing at RBMA events
around the world inspires his own music making.
And the current output of the Melbourne 2006
alumni is now inspiring another generation of music makers again…
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“ I think it drastically changed my life. It was such a selfconfidence boost, such a unique experience. Memories are
still fresh, yes. Meeting Wally Badarou, the keyboard player
on Grace Jones’ album, Greg Wilson and of course Matt
Edwards that later would become my label boss. Greg was a
lecturer and I gave him a CD with some of the music from my
band. The song Amok that we made together with Vakula
who was at that time partly with us particularly interested
him. A few months later he released the record on his B77
label. Years have passed but I think it is still one of my

“ I was blown away by the whole set-up, and the way the Academy
serves to document music /DJ culture in the process. I can’t remember
any specific interaction I had with Steve Ellison (Flying Lotus), but
the other participant that made a particularly lasting impression
was Nina Kraviz, who introduced herself to me straight after the
lecture and played me some of her tunes. One of them, Amok, a
haunting track with Nina’s spoken vocal, really hit the spot, and I’d
subsequently release it on my short-lived B77 label. This was Nina’s
first ever release, credited to My Space Rocket feat. Nina Kraviz, so
I’m happy that I was able to give her a start as a recording artist.
She’s now doing really well as a DJ, and I keep seeing her picture

favorite records that I have to do something with.”

looking back at me from the covers of various club publications.”

Nina Kraviz // Participant // Russia

Greg Wilson // Lecturer // UK
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“ I remember feeling full all the time because the catering was really
good. I also remember feeling like I was really taking a step into a
new life having just released Shine Through and getting to share
music with so many talented musicians from around the world. My
affinity for Melbourne definitely grew after performing at The Espy

“ One afternoon I spent an hour or two playing records with another participant my
friend ‘Ali’ (from Istanbul) in one of the smaller studios that only had turntables.
I don’t know what it was about that mix session exactly… but it consisted of good
company, fantastic house music and a killer view of the city – it was one of those

for the first time.”

moments that you sometimes think to yourself ‘this is what it’s all about’.”

Aloe Blacc // Participant // USA

Joseph Jones // Participant // Australia
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NEED IMAGE

“ After applying and being one of the lucky ones, I attended the Academy in 2004 which
was held in Rome. I made many great connections through that experience, and from
the get-go wanted those relationships to be ongoing. Being able to help to bring the
Academy to Melbourne in 2006 was a result of these great connections. The lecturer
list was amazing, and included my ultimate wish-list lecture by The Mizell Brothers.
During that particular lecture everyone was lucky enough to experience a Marvin Gaye
tune which had never been released or heard before. Truly special.”
Kano Hollamby // Participant // Australia

NEED IMAGE

“ It took these select people away from their day to day environment and put them all on
a level playing field, breaking down any stereotype or gross categorisation, and invited
participants – and by that I mean staff or any person involved in the making of RBMA – to
engage with each other in a way that was uninhibited. I continually think about it, all
these years after, often wishing we could replicate it, or at the very least, come together
again for another project, thereby continuing the global unity that I believe RBMA seeks
to encourage. We often bury ourselves in a world with limited vision, for many reasons. I
found RBMA broadened my perspective for what it is I want/ed to achieve. It taught me to
look beyond my local community, and country for that matter, to a global outlook.”
David Hagger // Curator (artwork and artist integration) // Australia
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Red Bull
Music
Academy
host cities

1998 // Berlin, Germany
1999 // Berlin, Germany
2000 // Dublin, Ireland
2001 // New York, USA
2002 // London, UK
2002 // São Paulo, Brazil
2003 // Cape Town, South Africa
2004 // Rome, Italy
2005 // Seattle, USA
2006 // Melbourne, Australia
2007 // Toronto, Canada
2008 // Barcelona, Spain
2010 // London, UK
2011 // Madrid, Spain
2013 // New York City, USA
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RBMA CONTACTS

RED BULL MUSIC ACADEMY 2013 – GIG GUIDE

Australian Press Opportunities

Stay tuned for announcements for local Australian RBMA events
Go to www.redbullmusicacademy.com/events for regular updates.

Jessica Lee
Red Bull Culture Communications Specialist
E: jessica.lee@au.redbull.com
P: +61 2 9023 2839 // M: +61 411 419 444

KEY LINKS
RBMA NEWSROOM on Red Bull Content Pool
For all the latest news, images and video,
register for Red Bull Content Pool
www.redbullcontentpool.com/musicacademy

Red Bull Music Academy
www.redbullmusicacademy.com
Not just an archive of the worldwide happenings of RBMA throughout
its history, but an ever-evolving magazine documenting the evolution
of through interviews, features, essays, and exclusive video content.

Red Bull Music Academy Radio
www.rbmaradio.com
The audio database of RBMA. Home to exclusive mixes, sets recorded
at RBMA On The Floor sessions and events like Sónar, with eight genre-

Red Bull Music Academy New York City 2013
28 April – 10 May
Term I – Red Bull Music Academy 2013
Australian participant Kloke to attend
19 – 31 May
Term II – Red Bull Music Academy 2013
Australian participant Julien Love to attend
20 May
Deep Space: A Red Bull Music Academy Special
Giorgio Moroder, T Williams, Benjamin Damage, François K
21 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents Technicolor Coding
Brenmar, Nick Hook, Sinjin Hawke
22 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents Drum Majors
Mannie Fresh, Boi-1da, Young Chop, J.U.S.T.I.C.E League,
Bangladesh, DJ Mustard, Drumma Boy
23 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents United States of Bass
Afrika Bambaataa, Egyptian Lover, DJ Magic Mike, Spinn &
Rashad, Salva, Big Freedia & more

26 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents Blackened Disco
Oneohtrix Point Never, Factory Floor,
Evian Christ, Bill Kouligas
27 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents
A Conversation with James Murphy
27 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents Deviation NYC
Benji B, Faltydl, Dorian Concept
28 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents Kunst als Klang Pt. 1
Pantha Du Prince & The Bell Laboratory
28 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents
UNOversal Dancehall
UNO NYC Label Showcase
29 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents Kunst als Klang Pt. 2
Alva Noto + Ryuichi Sakamoto

specific stations streaming 24/7 for your instant gratification.
Download the new RBMA Radio App on your smartphone now!

24 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents The Roots of Dubstep
Skream, Mala, Plastician, Hatcha, Sgt. Pokes

Red Bull Australia
www.redbull.com.au
Regular Q+As with Australian RBMA participants past and present, and
all the latest info on the acts hitting Australia for RBMA Info Session
and On The Floor events.

May 25
Red Bull Music Academy presents 12 Years of DFA Records
26 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents The Do-Over

30 May
Red Bull Music Academy presents
Pass The Gates: NYC In Dub
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry, The Congos, Peaking Lights,
Sun Araw, Adrian Sherwood
31 May
Red Bull Music Academy Closing
L.I.E.S., Kerri Chandler, Mathew Jonson, Mosca
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